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Prepare for success! on the 100 civics questions and answers section of the U.S. citizenship test!
This book (English Edition) is designed for quick and easy review and focuses on the 100 official
questions and answers announced by USCIS (U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services). This
inexpensive and conveniently sized book presents the 100 Questions and answers in two different
formats: 1 - In regular Question/Answer format, andÂ 2 - In a graphical flash card format (with the
question on a simulated graphics card on one page and the answer on a simulated graphics card on
the following page). Included also are a list of state capitals and lists of important web addresses
(for the names of your US Senators, Governors, US Representatives, and the USCIS web page).
Check out also our bilingual editions in Spanish and Chinese!
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Terrific study tool - fast and easy.I had purchased the paperback version as a gift for my relative
who used it and is still thanking me for it. Recently I bought the Kindle version for her sister who is
about to take the citizenship test. While helping her study with the Kindle, I was pleasantly surprised
to see that the material in the over 200 page soft cover book is also contained in the Kindle version at a saving of $8.00.I am grateful that such a wonderful product is available at such a low price. This
is not just a listing of questions and answers. It presents the questions and answers in different
formats to help the citizenship candidate remember what they need to know to pass the citizenship
test. For example, the official 100 questions and answers on the citizenship test are presented in

three different ways - all successfully designed for success.1. First the questions and answers are
presented in simple question and answer, question and answer format. This helps to get a quick
overview of the entire test.2. The same questions and answers are then presented in Historical
Order (just like reading a short history of the U.S. in question and answer form.) This was really
helpful for making connections among the questions and answers.3. Each question and answer is
then presented in flash card format (the question on one page...and then the answer on the next
page). This helps to reinforce the learning and also point out any questions that need further study.
At first, when I previewed the book on the Kindle, I was not sure if the questions would be in this
format because they are in the second half of the book (and not in the dozen or so pages in the free
preview section). But they are in there and they are very helpful.In addition to the questions and
answers, the book also contains sections on the reading and writing sections of the test. It lists all
the words that you need to know how to read and write.I am very satisfied with this book and
recommend it very highly. The small price is truly a small investment for such a large return.

this book it's really good and easy to study.have more then one option for you to learn.great buy .
yes do recomend to anybody

This book goes straight to the point of the Q&A's. For those who want a quick or on-the-go easy to
study practice for citizenship exam, this book really can be very helpful.

Good book. absolutely first class and a must have for people boning up for the big test. It will ensure
that my wife passes the test which is coming up soon.

This book helped me very much, it makes much more easy and understandable the questions, I feel
ready and prepared for the test.

This is a great deal for such a cheap price. It gets you familiar with the process so you at least know
what to expect. You can't be critical about a $4 purchase, so don't expect a college level course.

i bought this thru my kindle app on my ipad, i had 2 jobs and thought i couldn't pass the test right
away, but with my kindle on the go i can study on my breaks at work, on the interview and test day, i
pass the first 6 questions, this helped me alot, i recommend this big time.

Very concise, but easy to understand. I cut up the questions to make flash cards for my class.
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